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Exploration of intrachain hydrodynamics of dsDNA within channels has been limited to indirect

analysis of global coil dynamics. In this Letter, we isolate hydrodynamic interactions within single

molecules of dsDNA confined to slitlike channels by making use of density covariance measurements. We

show that the strength of hydrodynamic interactions in DNA is dependent on the intrachain correlation

length and that screening by symmetry in slitlike confinement results in a screening length that is

proportional channel height. Moreover, we directly show the partial draining nature of the blobs formed by

dsDNA in slits and predict under what conditions a dsDNA blob should obey nondraining Zimm behavior.
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Hydrodynamic interactions (HI) between particles
within bounded domains has become a field of intense
research because of its importance in colloidal sciences
[1], polymer physics [2], and microfluidic applications. In
free solution, long range solvent flow induced by particle
motion decays as 1=r, and the cooperative motion between
particles is described by the Oseen-Burger tensor. If one
confines the particle to a cylindrical pore (quasi-1D con-
finement) then the far field flow brought about by particle
motion decays exponentially at lengths beyond the channel
width. Hence, motion between particles due to solvent flow
is decorrelated, and HI is said to be screened at lengths
greater than the channel width [2,3]. However, many
micro- or nanofluidic devices are more precisely described
as quasi-2D or slit-like. Unlike the pore geometry, particle
motion in slits induces a far field dipolar flow (Hele-Shaw
flow) [4] which decays algebraically as 1=r2. Tlusty dem-
onstrated that screening in an isotropic quasi-2D system is
possible because the angular average over the disturbance
velocity results in a many-body cancellation of HI [5].
Unlike exponential velocity decay in pores, there is no
apparent screening length associated with the algebraic
far field velocity decay in slits [6] and produces much
uncertainty when developing theories of internal mechan-
ics of confined polymers.

Traditionally, blob theory has been the foundation for
describing intrachain dynamics of DNA confined to slitlike
channels [7,8]. In this theory, dynamic lengths are naturally
separated into lengths shorter and longer than the channel
height h by assuming the polymer is composed of a string of
blobs, eachwith diameterh. Expanding onwork byBalducci
et al. [9], Hsieh et al. [10] carefully examined each individual
assumption of blob theory and concluded that HI between
blobs is screened when dsDNA is confined to slits but
that intrablob HI was weaker than proposed by blob theory
(i.e., blobs are partial draining). Strychalski et al. [11] arrived

at a similar conclusion when analyzing their results for
DNA diffusion in slits. Lin et al. compared the diffusion of
circular and linear !-DNA within slit channels [12]. They
concluded that complete screening within a polymer coil
occurs only when h " Rg;bulk; however, they fail to appre-
ciate that contributions from HI vary at different lengths
within the molecule. A more recent study by Lin et al. [13]
maintains this viewpoint. Consider, for instance, how one
determines the strength of intrachain HI using blob scaling
for in-plane diffusivity, D. The original theory assumes
D# N!1h2=3. The assumption of screening between blobs
give rise to the N!1 factor and has been validated in
previous experiments [9–12]. But, diffusivity power law
dependence on h is a convolution of assumptions for the
intrablob HI and chain static properties. Thus, experimen-
tal deviations from the original scaling cause uncertainty
in regards to the nature of intrachain hydrodynamics.
Moreover, this indirect method of measuring intrachain
hydrodynamic interactions does not capture some of the
underlying physics.
Here, we explore cooperative dynamics within single

DNAmolecules in slitlike channels using a two-point density
correlation function [14]. This method allows us to isolate
intrachain dynamics without varying channel height or mo-
lecular weight. It is shown that HI become decorrelated at
length scales proportional to the channel height. This, to our
knowledge, is the first time experiments have directly shown
the existence of an effective HI screening length within slit
channels.We are able to demonstrate that, for typical channel
heights and solvent conditions, blobs are indeed partially
draining. They are not Zimm-like, as is assumed in original
blob theory. The degree of blob draining is shown to be
dependent on the segmental concentration within individual
blobs and hence is directly related to buffer conditions.
Equilibrium dynamics of !-DNA (48.502 kbp, New

England Biolabs) were studied in slit channels with heights
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in the range from 90 nm to 2 "m. The DNA samples were
stained with YOYO-1 intercalating dye (Invitrogen) at 4
base pair per dye molecule and were immersed in a buffer
of 1:5$ TBE (270 mM Tris base, 270 mM boric acid,
and 6 mM EDTA) with 4% #-mercaptoethanol (BME,
Cabiochem) and 0:1% %w=v& poly(vinylpyrrolidone)
(Polysciences). YOYO-1 dye locally untwists the double
helix causing the contour length to increase from ' 15 to
22 "m; however, the intrinsic persistence length has been
shown to be weakly dependent on the dye staining ratio
[15]. The buffer viscosity was measured as " ( 1:14 cP,
and the ionic strength was estimated to be 56.9 mM.
An external dc power source was used to electrophorese
DNA into channels and subsequently turned off until the
molecules reached thermal equilibrium. Fluorescence exci-
tation was then turned on and video was captured using a
Hammamatsu EB-CCD camera (model 7190-43) at a rate of
30 frames per sec. The point spread function of our optical
system has a half-width maximum of 440 nm which allows
us to resolve two point correlations at a distance of 220 nm.
See Supplemental Material [16] for additional details.

The intensity distribution relative to the center of mass
for our 2D images, I%r; t&, is related to the density covari-
ance function by

C%r1; r2;$t& ( h$I%r1; t&$I%r2; t) $t&i; (1)

$I%r; t& ( I%r; t& ! hI%r&i; (2)

where r1 and r2 are position vectors relative to the center
of mass and h i indicates an ensemble-averaged quantity.
Figure 1 shows example 2D images of !-DNA molecules
in a 560 nm tall slit and the resulting hI%r&i. The dynamic
structure factor is related to a lower-dimensional projection
of the function

S%r;$t& (
X

%

X

R

C%R) r;R;$t&; (3)

where r ( jrj and % defines orientation of the vector r (
r*cos%%&ex ) sin%%&ey+. The summations are taken over all
% and position vectors, R, within the image.

The function C%r1; r2;$t& is not dominated by center-of-
mass translation at long times, and, therefore, it is an
excellent base for measuring intramolecular dynamic
response. Naturally, an important question is what are the
limitations of this technique? We are limited by our optics
to correlated motion on lengths larger than r > 220 nm.
Additionally, we are only able to measure long-time inter-
nal mechanics for t > 33 ms. Thus, motions dominated by
stretching modes and hydrodynamics are readily observed
while dynamics from bending undulations of dsDNA are
not (bending mode length, rbend # 2lp # 100 nm and
characteristic time, &bend # 10!5 s). When S%r;$t& is
matched to a stretched exponential such as S%r;$t& /
exp*!%$t=&r&#+, the stretching exponent # provides infor-
mation about intracoil HI. From the de Gennes’ dynamic

light scattering models we expect #Rouse ( 1=2 [17,18] for
no HI and #Zimm ( 2=3 [18,19] for strong HI coupling.
Figure 2 shows the measured # as a function of varying

distance within !-DNA under different degrees of confine-
ment. The shaded gray area represents our optical resolu-
tion limit and the horizontal dashed lines indicate the
Zimm and Rouse limits. A slit height of 2 "m weakly
confines !-DNA (Rg;bulk ' 0:65 "m) and, therefore, is
close to the free solution state. From this, one observes
that Rouse modes dominate the short distance dynamics
and Zimm behavior is prominent at long distances
(r > 1 "m). This is in accord with results from Cohen
[14] and Shusterman [20] and demonstrates that HI domi-
nates the longest-time modes of !-DNA near equilibrium.
We find at the strongest confinement conditions
(h ( 90 nm) the molecule exhibits purely Rouse-like dy-
namics suggesting complete screening of HI between DNA
segments. Bakajin et al. [21] made use of electrophoretic
force to stretch dsDNA in slit channels and, via numerical
modeling, implicitly showed negligible contribution of
HI at a channel height of 90 nm. At this height only one
Kuhn segment is within a blob of size h ( 2lp ' 100 nm.
Therefore, the friction along individual Kuhn segments
dominates, and one observes Rouse dynamics.
The moderate confinement channels (h ( 1 "m and

560 nm) provide more insight about the intrachain HI in
slits. The distance varying # curves show Rouse behavior
at short distances and a sub-Zimm # peak at intermediate
lengths. The apex is associated with the characteristic
length for the onset of HI screening and is directly related
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FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of our analysis method for
extracting HI information within !-DNA confined to a 560 nm
tall slit channel. (a) Example of an instantaneous 2D image with
intensity I%t&, the time average of all images hIi and visual
representation of the instantaneous intensity perturbation from
the average, I%t&-hIi. The red arrows represent the position
vectors in S%r;$t& ( P

%

P
R C%R;R) r;$t& and the circle in-

dicates the continuous integration over all %. The analysis is done
for all time-varying images such as those in (b). Afterwards, we
perform a nonlinear regression with a stretched exponential
S%r;$t& / exp*!%$t=&r&#+ as shown in (c).
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to the channel height. At long distances the dynamics are
Rouse-like indicating a screening of long range HI. We
confirm that these channel heights are within the de Gennes
regime, and, therefore, the behavior is not due to the cross-
over to an extendend de Gennes state [22]. At intermediate
distances in a quasi-2D system there will be transition
in the solvent velocity decay from bulk (3D) to 2D. The
regime where # decays from the apex to complete
Rouse-like dynamics is indicative of this transition and
the length over which # decays should theoretically scale
with channel height.

As mentioned previously, experiments have shown that
D# N!1 for h < Rg;bulk [9]. This scaling is indicative of

intrachain hydrodynamic screening at lengths greater than
h. From Tlusty’s arguments for screening by symmetry [5]
we may expect this long range screening effect. What is not
clear from literature is the length scale over which such
screening occurs. The peaks in # observed in moderate
confinement may be thought of as being the draining
characterization of a blob and an effective screening
length at a particular channel height. We show in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) the distance at which this apex in # is
reached, rapex, and the value of #apex for each channel

height. We simply choose the point at which # attains its
maximum value or, for the case of the 90 nm channel, the

point where this # value plateaus. We define this plateau
position as the location where # reaches within a relative
error of 0.05 of its long distance average. As one reduces
channel height, there is a reduction in the number of seg-
ments per characteristic blob resulting in a reduction in the
strength of intrablob HI which explains the partial draining
effect. This weakening of intrablob HI is also expected to
manifest in scaling theory of the polymer’s global dynam-
ics. We measure the diffusivity, D, and longest relaxation
time, &, and confirm the scaling dependence with channel
height (see Supplemental Material [16]). Experimental
data from 90 nm to 1 "m channel heights result in a power
law dependence of D# h:49 and &# h!:97 which is con-
sistent with partially draining blobs [10]. From our data,
we deduce that in channels of 2 "m or taller, one may
apply classic blob theory (i.e., intrablob HI is Zimm-like).
However, one must be able to create sufficiently long DNA
molecules to havemultiple blobs. DNA confined to a 2 "m
tall slit and immersed in 1:5$ TBE buffer would need
to be nearly 90 "m long to form at least 2 blobs. After
staining with YOYO-1, 4!-DNA concatemers are approxi-
mately 88 "m long.
To test the effect of changing molecular weight, we have

done experiments on the larger T4 DNA (Rg;bulk '
1:33 "m). Assuming that our DNA is moderately to
strongly confined, we expect that the distance dependent
HI effects to be independent of chain size. Figure 3(a)
shows the results from this longer molecule, and
Fig. 3(b) overlays the data from ! and T4 DNA molecules.
The difference in measured # between the ! and T4 DNA
data at any given distance is within 2%–5% of one another.
T4 DNA is a larger molecule, and we are therefore able to
measure # at longer distances. It is clear that screening of
HI from channel walls occurs at lengths of r > h. Thus, for
a given channel height, if one increases the DNAmolecular
weight the molecule will eventually attain an in-plane size
such that the long distance dynamics are Rouse-like. Under
the present solvent conditions, one may deduce that Zimm-
like blobs are formed when the channel height is approxi-
mately 2 "m. However, the strength of intrablob HI will
be dependent on the segmental density and the number of
segments within each blob. Hence, one must also consider
the effects of altering solvent conditions.
The strength of the dynamic interactions between two

test particles in an unconfined Stokes flow may approxi-
mately be expressed as E ( R

H%r&g%r&dr [2], where H%r&
is the solvent velocity decay and g%r& is the segmental pair
correlation. To the first order, the pair correlation can be
approximated by the segmental concentration, g%r& # c.
Increasing polymer concentration magnifies the strength
of HI within the DNA coil. The most direct method to alter
the segmental concentration is to modulate the intrachain
excluded volume. Experimentally, this involves changing
the electrostatic screening between segments by varying
the salt concentration. In Figure 4 we show results for
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Summary of stretching exponent
for the time-decay of the dynamic structure factor, S%r;$t&
for !-DNA at variable channel heights. The horizontal dashed
lines indicate Zimm (# ( 2=3) and Rouse (# ( 1=2) behavior.
The grey shaded area represents the optical resolution limit,
r < 220 nm. The lower graphs show the distance (b) rapex at

which the maximum value of (c) #apex is attained for different

channel heights.
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measured# of T4 DNA confined to a 1 "m tall slit in three
different buffers 1.5, 0.1, and 0:02$ TBE with ionic
strengths of 56.9, 5.3, and 1.5 mM, respectively.

Reducing the salt concentration enhances the excluded
volume between segments thereby reducing the intrablob
concentration. Consider an effective draining parameter,

hdrain ( Nblob'=%12(3&1=2)R, for a blob [23]. We assume
the blob size is equal to the channel height R ( h=2, and
the drag on each segment can be estimated as ' '
6()lp= ln%2lp=d& (lp ( persistence length) [24]. The
hydrodynamic width, d ( 2:76 nm, is chosen to match
free solution chain mobilities [25]. Modulation of the
excluded volume changes the number of segments within

the blob Nblob ' h5=3w!1=3l!4=3
p =2 (w is the excluded vol-

ume segment width). Both lp and w increase with decreas-
ing ionic strength [26] (see Supplemental Material [16]).
For hdrain " 1 HI is weak, and for hdrain , 1 HI is strong.
Using this definition of the draining parameter we find the
blob draining to be hdrain ( 1:85, 1.06, and 0.72 for blobs
of size R ( h=2 ( 0:5 "m in 1.5, 0.1, and 0:02$ TBE
buffers, respectively. This indicates an increase in blob
draining and is directly seen in Fig. 4. Long range,
r > h, dynamics of confined DNA remain Rouse-like irre-
spective of ionic strength. Naturally, at the low salt limit,

the intrachain concentration will be low enough to cause
short length, r < h, dynamics to be fully Rouse, and,
therefore, HI will be completely negligible within the
confined coil.
In this Letter, we measured length dependent hydrody-

namic cooperativity within single DNA molecules con-
fined to slits. By isolating HI effects, we were able to
show a HI screening length within slit channels that is
proportional to the channel height. dsDNA has long served
as a model polymer, but there has been recent suggestion
that intrachain hydrodynamics will not dominant global
chain dynamics for molecules of similar size to !-DNA
[27]. Here, we have shown that deviations in the current
literature from blob theory can be explained by an insuffi-
cient length of contour composing each blob [10], and that,
for moderate ionic conditions, the HI is dominant in blobs
of radius R ' 1 "m. These observations are of practical
importance to microfluidic assays for DNA and bring to
light the complexities of quasi-2D hydrodynamic flow
fields in polymer physics.
This work was supported by NSF Grant No. 0852235

and the MIT-Singapore Alliance for Technology and
Research (SMART).
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1 Image acquisition

1.1 Di!usion coe"cient and rotational relaxation time

In fluorescent microscopy, we observe the 3D projection of a DNA molecule onto the plane parallel
to the confining wall for of the DNA. Hence, we gain information about the 2D projection but not
explicit information about the molecule in the dimension transverse to the channel wall. The images
were captured using a Hamamatsu EB-CCD camera (model 7190-43) and NIH image software at a rate
of 30 frames/s. Images were processed using a custom code in Interactive Data Language (IDL) and
further post processing to calculate dynamic properties was performed either in IDL or MatLab. We
calculate the center-of-mass vector, rcm and the radius of gyration tensor G of the DNA in each frame
over the sum taken over all pixels spanned by the molecule1:

rcm =

!
r (t) I (r, t)!
I (r, t)

(1)

G =

!
[r (t)! rcm (t)] [r (t)! rcm (t)] I (r, t)!

I (r, t)
(2)

where r is the position vector and I (r, t) is the fluorescent intensity at the position r and time t. The
in-plane di!usivity, D, can be obtained from the in-plane mean-squared displacement (MSD2D)2:

MSD2D (!t) = "[rcm,x (t+ !t)! rcm,x (t)]
2#+ "[rcm,y (t+ !t)! rcm,y (t)]

2# = 4D!t (3)

where !t is the lag time.

The radius of gyration tensorG is related to the instantaneous size, shape, and orientation of the DNA.
The 2D projection of DNA is described by an ellipse whose minor and principal axes are characterized
by the smallest and larger eigenvalues, "2 and "1, of G. The angle between the major principal axis of
the DNA and the x-axis is:

# (t) = arctan

"
"1 (t)!Gxx (t)

Gxy (t)

#
(4)

The longest rotational relaxation time, $ , is characterized by the polymer’s slowest internal mode and
can be extracted from the rate of change of the molecule’s orientation3,4. We find this characteristic time
experimentally by fitting a single-exponential function to the time autocorrelation function of # (t):

C (!t) =
"(# (t+ !t)! #0) (# (t)! #0)#

"(# (t)! #0)
2#

(5)

where #0 is the equilibrium average of # (t) and is taken to be zero in the calculation because the DNA
ensemble orientation is isotropic and therefore the average will tend towards zero.
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Figure 1 shows theMSD2D and C for ! and T4 DNA confined to slit channels with variable heights, h.
The di!usion coe"cient, D, is found by a linear regression of MSD2D = 4D"t and the longest relaxation
time, # , characterizes the exponential decay of the rotational autocorrelation, C ! exp

!
" !t

"

"
. These

dynamic properties are graphed versus channel height in Figure 1. The black lines represent the power
law exponents of the D and # versus channel height, h. Traditional blob theory predicts that the scalings
D ! h1/2 and # ! h!7/6. We observe weaker dependence on channel height which can be indicative of
partial draining blobs and consistent with the current literature1,5–9.
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Figure 1: Summary of dynamic data for ! and T4 DNA in 1.5 # TBE bu!er confined to slit
channels of varying heights, h. Top, left graphs are the MSD2D and right, the C for T4
and !-DNA. The bottom graphs summarize the di!usion coe"cient and longest relaxation time
extracted from the dynamic measurements.

1.2 Optical point-spread function

The image captured from fluorescent microscopy is a convolution of the experimental system’s optics
and the actual point light source. The point-spread function (PSF) characterizes the response of an
optical system to an image point source. To measure the in-plane PSF we observe the intensity profile
of fluorescent 50nm polystyrene beads immobilized on a coverslip. We fit the image to a 2D Gaussian
function11:

I (x, y) = I0 exp

#
" (x" x0)

2 + (y " y0)
2

2$2
PSF

$
+B (6)

where I0, x0, y0, $PSF , and B are fitting parameters. The standard deviation, $PSF , is used to calculate
the full width at half-maximum of the PSF, $0 = 2.355$PSF $ 440nm. We expect this value from
the optical resolution of our microscope system; resolution $ 1.22#excitation wavelength/(numerical
aperture)$ 1.22# 500nm/1.4 $ 440nm10.

When calculating a two-point correlation function one cannot resolve length scales less than half of
the half-width maximum of the convoluted image. This prevents one from correlating a convoluted point
with itself. Thus, from our PSF we find that our optical resolution limit is 220nm. Our pixel size is
$135nm and so does not limit resolution. The DNA center of mass di!uses over a distance of $223nm
during a 1/30 s exposure (worst example case, !-DNA in 2µm channel). Error that may be introduced
by inaccurate measurements of the center of mass would manifest at lengths on the order of our optical
resolution.
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Figure 2: Example intensity profile of a spherical polystyrene bead with diameter D = 50nm
immobilized on a coverslip.

2 Calculation of DSF and relation to density-density covariance

2.1 Calculation of DSF

The dynamic structure factor was calculated using a two point image density-density correlation function.
It is assumed that the intensity, I (R, t), at position R and time t is directly related to the density of
the DNA at this location. Furthermore, to simplify the notation we write !I (R, t) = I (R, t) ! "I (R)#
where "...# represents the ensemble average of a quantity over all time and molecules. The generalized
density-density correlation function is defined as:

C (r1, r2, !t) = "!I (r1, t+ !t) !I (r2, t)# (7)

where r1 and r2 are any two arbitrary points on the two dimensional image. The dynamic structure
factor is related to this function by:

S (r, !t) =
!

!

!

R

C (R,R+ r, !t) (8)

This formulation makes it trivial to compute the dynamic structure factor from a two dimensional flu-
orescent image. Images are set as a boxes of 32x32 pixels for "-DNA (90x90 pixels for T4 DNA) and
are cropped from a spatially larger image. The molecular center of mass is calculated from the original
experimental movie. Then, by means of a 2D cubic interpolation function, the molecule’s center of mass
is translated to the center of the cropped images. The angular integration over # is done numerically
with assistance of a bicubic interpolation (see Figure 3 for example image).

The dynamic structure factor is expected to follow a stretched exponential in time, S $ exp

"
!
#

"t
#r

$$%
.

The stretching exoponent $ provides information on the hydrodynamics in the system. de Gennes showed
that this parameter takes on a value of 2/3 for Zimm-like behavior13 and 1/2 for Rouse dynamics12. For
di!erent asymptotic approximations for the time decay of the dynamical structure factor one first recalls
the base definition for the factor:

S (k, t) =
1

N

!

%,$

"exp [k · (r% (t)! r$ (0))]# (9)

Asymptotic bounds for special cases12,13,15:
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Figure 3: Example images of single !-DNA in 560nm slit channel. The left-most image is the
original pixelized 2D image. Right, is an example of the new image after enhancing resolution
with a bicubic interpolation function. The red vectors represent the real space vectors in S (r, t).

S ("t)

S ("t = 0)
!

Zimm ! exp
!
"1.35 (!k"t)

2/3
"

Rouse ! exp

#
" 2#

#
(!k"t)

1/2
$

Semiflexible chain ! exp

#
"! (1/4)

3#
($k"t)

3/4
$

Dilute rod ! exp ("DGt) exp ("6Dr"t)

(10)

Notice, because of our temporal and spatial resolution limits we do not expect to observe the bending
undulations that would dominate semiflexible chain dynamics.

2.2 Extracting ! from S (r, "t)

One must properly define a time range so that the stretched exponential regression captures the appro-
priate dynamic relationships. We seek to capture the long-time dynamics of our sytem. From a simple
scaling relation one may show that our sampling frequency does not capture the bending mode dynamics

(i.e. short time); characteristic bending time14 %bend $
%

1
kT

& ' !sl
3
p

ln(lp/d)

(
$ 10!5s versus our inverse frame

rate of 3.3 % 10!2s. At intermediate times unpredictable weighting of di"erent dynamic modes cause a
time decay dependence that is not captured by simple analytical models. To better define the long-time
dynamic regime, a temporally local stretched exponent is found, & ("t):

S ! C1 exp

)
"
*
"t

%k

+"
,

& log

*
d (log (S))

d ("t)

+
! C2 " (& " 1) log ("t) (11)

Thus, one merely needs to find the local slope of the above function to find the time varying stretched
exponential. Figure 4 shows the results for the time varying & for !-DNA in di"erent channel heights.
Only the 100-500nm radial distances are shown in the graphs. At large "t, the statical noise dominates
and the calculated parameters no longer have physical meaning. At lag times "t $ 0.1 " 0.8s the data
gives us stretched values that can provide physical insight. Notice, for the largest channel 2µm the &
values fluctuate at a constant value for any given radial position. However, as the molecule is confined
these & values are not physically realizable at small lag times.

The region of constant & can be defined as our long-time regime. Figure 4(a) shows the time varying
& for !-DNA confined to a 2µm channel. The arrow indicates the direction of increasing radial distance.
Figure 4(b) shows & ("t) for !-DNA confined to a 90nm slit with two time regimes (I. intermediate-time,
II. long-time) defined by the shaded areas. This reduction in the & values in the intermediate-time
regime (I) can be explained by a weighting of dynamic modes that is not explained by current analytical
solutions. As the degree of confinement is increased, the dynamics tend to slow thereby expanding this
intermediate time regime.
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Figure 4: Examples of varying ! versus "t for #-DNA. (a) 2µm channel showing the increase in
radial distance. (b) 90nm channel with two shaded regions; I. intermediate-time regime and II.
long-time regime. Di!erent colors represent di!erent distances, r, in the function S (r, "t).

After defining the the lag times over which to perform our regression it is necessary to choose a
method to extract the residuals. We make use of the built-in function ”fit” in MATLAB to perform
a non-linear regression using the non-linear least square method to find parameters A, $r, and ! in

S (r, "t) ! A exp

!
"
"

!t
"r

##$
. The value of ! is restricted to the closed interval between 0 and 1 while the

other parameters were allowed to varying as unbounded, positive, real numbers. The free parameter, $r,
characterizes some e!ective relaxation time and therefore it is natural that as r becomes larger that $r
would increase. Thus, the initial guess for this parameter is chosen to be the $r for a smaller r for a given
set of molecules (i.e. molecules of a specified molecular weight and channel height). From our analysis
we also extract confidence intervals for the predicted values of !.

2.3 Relation between DSF and density-density correlation function

The theory for dynamic light scattering relationship to the stretching exponent was developed in Fourier
space because k-space is the natural coordinates system to use in light scattering experiments. Thus, it
is logical that we question if the time dependence of the dynamic structure factor obtained in neutron
scattering has the same functional form as that in real-space image-image correlations. To explore this
concept we remember the definition of the dynamic structure factor for coherent scattering:

GD (q, "t) = F (q)2
%

$,#

#exp [iq · (r$ ("t)" r# (0))]$ (12)

where q is the scattering vector, % and ! indicate di!erent positions along the chain, and F (q) is the form

factor for a segment of the chain. As stated earlier, de Gennes showed that G (q, "t) % exp
"
" (t/$q)

1/2
#

for Rouse dynamics and G (q, "t) % exp
"
" (t/$q)

2/3
#
for the Zimm model.

The image-image corelation function is related to the total intensity distribution by:

S ("t) =

&
#I (r, "t) I (r, 0)$d2r (13)

To make the derivation more managable one may write the intensity distribution of the image in Fourier
space as:

I (r, "t) =
%

$

&
exp ("2&iq · (r$ ("t)" r))" (q) d2q (14)
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where ! (q) is the frequency space point-spread function for the optical system. If we further assume
that the PSF is the !-function then ! (q) = 1. Now, the image-image correlation function is rewritten
as:

S (!t) =
!

!

!

"

" " "
!exp ["2"i (q · (r" (!t)" r) + q! · (r" (!t)" r))]#d2rd2qd2q!

=
!

!

!

"

"
!exp ["2"i (q · (r" (!t)" r" (0)))]#d2q

=

"
GD (q, !t) d2q

(15)

This analysis shows that the real-space image-image correlation will have the same time depen-
dence as the dynamic structure factor. Reference16 showed in their supplemental information that one
may more generally relate the image covariance function to dynamic structure factor as S (q, !t) =#
C (r, r+ q) d2r = G (q, !t)! (q)2.

3 dsDNA electrostatic e!ects

Modulation of solvent ionic strength alters the electrostatic interaction inherit in polyelectrolyte solutions
thereby resulting in a change dsDNA e"ective sti"ness (persistence length, lp) and e"ective diameter (w).
Increasing the salt content (ionic strength) screens electrostatic interactions and, as a result, decreases the
e"ective width and persistence length of dsDNA. Stigter17 estimated the diameter of DNA by matching
the second virial coe#cient of a dilute solution containing charged rods with finite ionic strength to that
of the same solution containing neutral rods with a known diameter. The e"ective diameter was shown
to follow:

w = #"1

$
0.7704 + ln

$
"$2eff

2kT%0%#

%%
(16)

where $eff is an e"ective DNA line charge, % is the dielectric constant of water, %0 is the permittivity
of free space, and # is the inverse Debye screening length. #2 =

&
2NAe2I

'
/ (%0%kT ) is the inverse

Debye screening length. To determine $eff we numerically solve the Guoy-Chapman model and match
the eletrostatic potential to the Debye-Huckel model far from the DNA surface. Persistence length is
approximated by an empirical formula presented by Dobrynin18:

lp = lop + lelecp = 46.1 +
1.9195M$

I
nm (17)

The first term, lop, is the contribution from the intrinsic persistence length of the DNA while lelecp is
the contribution for electrostatic interactions. We use these intrinsic lengths to calculate the number of
segments within a blob, Nblob, of diameter h = 1µm and the e"ective draining parameter of the blobs.
To estimate the ionic strength of our system, we evaluate the ion concentration of di"erent species by
solving iteratively the system chemical equilibria. All pKs were determined for 25 #C at ideal conditions
and may be found in ref.19.

We note that changes in excluded volume will alter molecular conformation on lengths scales larger
than a thermal blob, &T . The e"ective end-to-end distance for a individual thermal blob is given by
Flory theory20 as &

!

T = b4/$ where b is the Kuhn length and $ is the excluded volume. The end-to-end
distance, R, for an ideal linear chain is related to the radius of gyration by R = Rg/

$
6. Using this

relation and substituting $ = wb2 for the excluded volume and b = 2lp for the Kuhn length we write the

e"ective radius of gyration for the thermal blob as &T = &
!

T /
$
6 = b4/

$
6$ = b2/

$
6w = 4l2p/

$
6w. It is

not uncommon to see other authors use the definition of the end-to-end when comparing static scaling
to experimental results with radius of gyration. However, when explicitly comparing exact values for the
thermal blob size to experimental measurements one must take into account the 1/

$
6 prefactor.
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Bu!er Ionic Strength (mM) w (nm) lp (nm) !T (nm) Nblob hdrain NT4

1.5 ! TBE 56.9 6.90 54.2 695 130 1.85 5.04
0.1 ! TBE 5.3 21.6 72.5 397 57.4 1.06 8.12
0.02 ! TBE 1.5 42.3 95.7 353 31.6 0.72 11.2

Table 1: Summary of draining nature of dsDNA blobs with diameter h = 1µm. Reduction in
ionic strength increases the intrinsic lengths, w and lp, leading to a reduced number of statistical
segments within the DNA blobs, Nblobs. Also shown is the radius of gyration for a thermal blob
!T , the e!ective draining parameter hdrain for a blob of size R = h/2 = 0.5µm, and the number
of blobs within a T4 DNA molecule NT4.

The draining behavior of the individual blobs can be estimated by an e!ective draining parameter21,

hdrain = Nblob"/
!
12#3

"1/2
$R. We assume the blob size is equal to the channel height R = h/2 and the

drag on each Kuhn segment can be estimated as22 " " 6#$lp/ ln (2lp/d). The hydrodynamic diameter is
chosen to match experimental data for di!usion23, d " 2.76nm. The number of Kuhn segments within

each blob is estimated as Nblob " h5/3w!1/3l!4/3
p /2. Table 1 summarizes the results for di!erent ionic

conditions. Notice, with an increase ionic strength the contour contained within each blob reduces thereby
increasing the local draining of the DNA. We also show the number of blobs that are contained with T4
DNA molecule, NT4, for each solvent condition. It is assumed that the T4 DNA is approximately 70µm
long after stained with YOYO-1 dye and therefore the number of blobs composing the full molecule is
NT4 " 70µm/ (2lpNblob). Notice, there are approximately 3.5-fold fewer Kuhn segments within %-DNA
as compared to T4 hence the number of blobs contained within %-DNA is simply NT4/3.5.

The e!ects of ionic strength on segment density may also be shown visually by plotting the the
ensemble average intensity distribution for each set of experiments. In Figure 5 we plot these intensity
distributions of T4 DNA confined to a 1 µm slit for 1.5 ! TBE, 0.1 ! TBE, and 0.02 ! TBE. We
calculate this radial intensity distribution from analysing the #I$ distributions shown in Figure 4(a) of
the main text. Note, during image processing we normalized the total intensity to avoid complications
involved with photobleaching and subtle di!erences in signal between experiments. Hence, the intensity
profiles in Figure 5 are inherently normalized.
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Figure 5: Ensemble average intensity distributions of T4 DNA confined to a 1 µm slit for 1.5 !
TBE, 0.1 ! TBE, and 0.02 ! TBE.

Let us also consider the e!ect of changing the channel height. From the & measurements we deduced
that blobs in 2µm tall channels will be Zimm-like for typical ionic environments. In Table 2 we summarize
the same analysis as above assuming blobs of size R = h/2 = 1µm. The e!ects of altering channel height
is more directly shown in Figure 6 in which we graph Nblob, hdrain, and NT4 versus h.
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Bu!er Nblob hdrain NT4

1.5 ! TBE 407 2.93 1.59
0.1 ! TBE 189 1.69 2.56
0.02 ! TBE 104 1.15 3.51

Table 2: Summary of draining nature of dsDNA blobs with diameter h = 2µm. We show the
statistical segments within the DNA blobs Nblobs, the e!ective draining parameter hdrain for a
blob of size R = h/2 = 1µm, and the number of blobs within a T4 DNA molecule NT4.
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Figure 6: Theoretical calculations for number of Kuhn segments per blob Nblob, the draining
parameter for a blob hdrain, and the number of blobs composing a T4 DNA molecule NT4 as
a function of channel height h. For these calculations it is assumed that the DNA is composed
of blobs of diameter h and the intrinsic lengths are calculated for 1.5 ! TBE bu!er. We use
parameter values of lp = 54.2nm and w = 6.9nm for persistence length and the electrostatic
width respectively.
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